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Help is just a phone call away.....
As many Caracol residents head north for the
summer, the association is continuing to
address issues on the hill. Continued progress is
being made on the new Caracol entrance. The
phone line and internet service is operational at
the caseta. Several video cameras are now in
place. The previous entrance gates and
electronics are being reinstalled, but only the
exit side gate will be in operation once finished.
Five residents are helping to subsidize the cost
of the new entrance guards, so we plan on
keeping them indefinitely at the incoming gate.
If you would like to help your neighborhood you too can directly support the security at the entrance
or just bring them a coke or cookie. If you need assistance or want to report suspicious persons,
parties out of control, etc, call the caseta at 226-1040. The guards are on duty 24/7 and will call
the police for you.
Preliminary work has begun on the area where the new wall will be to the West of entrance. Debris is
being removed and blocks for the wall construction are being brought to the location.
New tags for the cars entering the Caracol have been prepared and are shown above. They will
indicate to the guards if the vehicle is a Resident, Rental, or Maintenance worker. Ask the entrance
guard for a tag as you pass through. Day visitors will be given temporary cardboard placards to place
on their dashboards.
On Wednesday, March 9, 40 volunteers and donors organized by Tom and Mary Reed pulled
together to complete the neighborhood cleanup. Accomplishments included: Cleaning, priming and
painting the upper water pila and lower waste station, land waste cleanup at 6 locations, tear down
and removal of the old caseta, dog waste pickup, and the start of repainting electrical poles. Close to
12 ton of waste was removed to the dump!
Watch caracolassn.com web site for additional information.

